1. SUGGEST MINI CALL LIFE EICHMANN STORY TO APPEAR 23 NOVEMBER.

2. WAS IT INTENDED TO DETERMINE HOW MANY COPIES ALLEGED EICHMANN MEMOIRS CAN BE IDENTIFIED. PLEASE ASK WHETHER THEY ACTUALLY ACQUIRED SUCH MATERIAL AND IF SO WHAT WAS ITS CONTENT. IF NOT IS IT STILL OBTAINABLE FOR SALE BY WHOM?

3. HAMB PLEASE DETERMINE IF POSSIBLE OF WHAT ENTIRE MATERIAL PARA 2 B REF CONSISTED. IF WE HAVE NOT READ ALL LIFE MATERIAL BUT LIFE STATED GLOBE WAS MENTIONED ONLY ONCE IN PASSING, WHICH APPEARS CONTRARY TO PARA 3.**

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: *Eichmann family decided to give copy of entire material to German publication in violation of Life contract in hope SPIEGEL will do right thing if Eichmann's rights disregarded.

**Of current Government prominence most derogatory to Globke seems have special antagonism.